Contributions of magno- and parvocellular channels to conscious and non-conscious vision
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The dorsal and ventral cortical pathways, driven predominantly by magnocellular (M) and parvocellular (P) inputs, respectively, assume leading roles in models of visual information processing. Although in prior proposals, the dorsal and ventral pathways support non-conscious and conscious vision, respectively, recent modelling and empirical developments indicate that each pathway plays important roles in both non-conscious and conscious vision. In these models, the ventral P-pathway consists of one subpathway processing an object's contour features, e.g. curvature, the other processing its surface attributes, e.g. colour. Masked priming studies have shown that feed-forward activity in the ventral P-pathway on its own supports non-conscious processing of contour and surface features. The dorsal M-pathway activity contributes directly to conscious vision of motion and indirectly to object vision by projecting to prefrontal cortex, which in turn injects top-down neural activity into the ventral P-pathway and there 'ignites' feed-forward–re-entrant loops deemed necessary for conscious vision. Moreover, an object's shape or contour remains invisible without the prior conscious registration of its surface properties, which for that reason are taken to comprise fundamental visual qualia. Besides suggesting avenues for future research, these developments bear on several recent and past philosophical issues.

1. Introduction

Along with Uttal [1], I define perception as the registration of sensory information in consciousness. Accordingly, vision deserves a much broader definition by accommodating not only conscious visual processing, i.e. visual perception, but also non-conscious and pre-conscious visual processing. After all, flies have vision, but it is highly unlikely that their vision is conscious [2]. By contrast, when we humans look around, we perceive a visual world composed of richly varied objects and events that can be characterized by a relatively small set of distinct perceptual dimensions or attributes. The subjectively experienced rich variations, particularly those of colour and brightness, correspond to Pollen’s [3] primary visual percepts, also referred to as qualia. We also note that all parts of a visual scene can be characterized by the contours that define their shape or form and by their surface features. For example, as I look through my office window all components of the external scene, the sidewalks crisscrossing the grassy areas, the grassy areas themselves, the tree trunks, buildings adjacent to mine, and so on, have shape and surface characteristics. For that reason, without making metaphysical assumptions as to what truly constitutes an object, I will define a visual object very generally as any bounded segment of the visual field which is distinguishable from another bounded segment by virtue of its contour and surface properties.

Given such scenes, it is reasonable to expect that the functional design of an information gathering system like the visual brain includes distinct subsystems, each processing variations along only one or a few stimulus dimensions. These subsystems thus comprise a set of parallel processing channels. In recent decades, the magno- (M) and parvocellular (P) streams of processing in the monkey visual system [4,5] have assumed leading status for models of parallel
features, for example colours, to our understanding of visual perception [emphasis added]. Related views on the importance of surface qualia, for example the conscious registration of surface qualia, for example the conscious registration of surface qualia, are processed separately from the perceived shape attributes. These, as are characterized by spatial extent and configuration, will henceforth be referred to as geometric qualia. The gist of the proposal is that, insofar as the perception of geometric qualia depends on the prior conscious registration of surface qualia, without surface qualia there is no conscious object vision.

Not all visual processing results in perception. For example, in healthy observers one can experimentally induce transient stimulus blindness without affecting the non-conscious processing of geometric attributes, such as the shape or location [15,16]. Besides such instances of non-conscious vision in normal observers, studies of blindsight patients with damage to primary visual cortex have shown that the location, motion and wavelength of stimuli presented to the affected field can be discriminated without conscious registration of qualia [17]. Milner & Goodale [9] also studied a visual form agnostic patient who retains access to geometric attributes. For instance, this patient while failing to report the conscious registration of objects varying in width, can, when reaching for them, adjust her grip apertures to their widths. Hence, some visuo-cognitive functions, particularly those underlying the ‘online’ control of skeletonmotor actions can proceed ‘beneath the dashboard’. By contrast, access to perceived information, in turn accessing information stored in long- and short-term visual memories, is important in situations requiring the ‘offline’ monitoring and deliberative resolving of skeletonmotor plans competing for conscious control of action [18,19].

The starting point of the ideas developed here, that the conscious registration of surface qualia, for example the colour, of visual stimuli is necessary for their perception as visual objects, has been intuited and expressed by philosophers and cognitive scientists alike. For instance, regarding colour, the philosopher of art John Hyman [20], in his book The Objective Eye, states that ‘...there is an intrinsic tie between color and sentience [perceptual awareness], as there is between smell or taste and sentience, which does not exist between sentience and shape.’ (p. 17; emphases added). Shortly thereafter he elaborates that ‘...[one] cannot see the shape of a banana except by seeing its spatial boundaries, however fleeting and uncertain this experience may be. And [one] cannot see its spatial boundaries except by seeing the differences of color that make it visibly distinct from its surroundings’. (p. 18; emphasis added) Related views on the importance of surface features, for example colours, to our understanding of visual consciousness are expressed explicitly by Stephen Grossberg’s model-driven claim that ‘surfaces are for seeing’ [21, p. 19]. As standard definitions of ‘sentience’ and ‘seeing’ refer to conscious awareness, Hyman’s intuition and Grossberg’s model assert that our visual awareness of shape depends foremost on awareness of surface properties, for example colour. Below, this thesis is elaborated within a neurocognitive framework that is consistent with existing psychophysical, neuroanatomical, neuropsychological and neural modelling approaches to visual cognition.

2. The roles of visual processing in the ventral pathways

(a) Neural network approaches to object vision

Biologically realistic models of vision [22,23] incorporate separate processing modules for specifying boundaries or contours of objects and for completing the surface properties within the boundaries of an object. The evolving versions of Grossberg’s model of visual processing [23,24] provide particularly apt illustrations of these processes. The model incorporates a boundary contour system (BCS) and a feature contour system (FCS) both of which are associated with the P-dominant ventral pathway [23]. The BCS specifies the existence and location of object boundaries that delineate the outline of an object. The FCS specifies the surface features that fill the area delimited by the BCS. The perceived object is rendered as a composite of its form attributes (the geometrical qualia of orientation, width, curvature, etc.) and its surface attributes (the sensory qualia of colour, lightness, etc.). Thus we can perceptually distinguish two photo images of, say, an Anjou pear and a Bartlett pear by colour; of others, such as a green clover leaf and a green dandelion leaf by shape; and of still others, such as a banana and a pomegranate by colour and shape. A schematic depiction of the contributions of the form-processing BCS and the surface-processing FCS to object perception is illustrated in figure 1 for two objects, a black square and a white diamond.

An important aspect of the BCS, indicated by the dashed lines in figure 1 delineating the contour outline of the objects, is that it processes form implicitly, i.e. at the non- or pre-conscious levels. Grossberg expresses the interactive roles of the BCS and the FCS in object perception as follows:

A boundary that is completed within the segmentation system (denoted BCS) does not generate visible contrasts within the BCS. In this sense, all boundaries are invisible [original emphasis]. Visibility is a property of the surface filling-in system (denoted FCS). The completed BCS boundary can directly activate the object recognition system (ORS) whether or not it is visible within the FCS [emphasis added]. In summary, a boundary may be completed within the BCS, and thereby improve pattern recognition by the ORS, without necessarily generating a visible brightness or color difference within the FCS.

These properties of the form-processing and the surface-processing systems (i) resonate with a number of findings showing that an object’s contours are processed separately from its surface [25–27] and (ii) have important implications for our understanding not only of object recognition [22] but also of conscious and non-conscious visual processing. Further implications will be explored after describing some neurobiological properties of vision that point to distinct form- and surface-processing subsystems.
wavelength-specific subregions in each of which variations of stimulus wavelength are systematically mapped onto varying locations. Moreover, Xiao et al [35] showed that cortical wavelength maps exist as early as in the V1 blob areas. These provide input to the spatially more extensive V2 thin-stripe wavelength maps [34,35]. Wang et al. [33] additionally found that adjacent to the wavelength maps within the V2 thin stripes are neurons responding differentially to positive (light-on-dark) and negative (dark-on-light) luminance contrast. As suggested by Wang et al. [33], the thin stripes of V2 thus comprise neural modules for processing surface properties of visual stimuli, whereas neurons found in the juxtaposed V2 interstripes respond selectively to contour or edge orientation of stimuli and receive input from V1 interblob areas (see [33], fig. 9).

Figure 1. (a) Two visual objects, a black square and a white diamond. (b) Output of the BCS, schematized by dashed lines, renders the invisible BCS representation. (c) Output of the FCS that completes the surface between the BCS contour representations.

(i) Neurobiological substrate for form-processing and surface-processing systems in primate cortex

Almost two and a half decades ago Livingstone & Hubel [28] proposed separate cortical channels for the processing of form, colour, movement and depth of visual stimuli. According to this proposal, form and colour are processed in the cortical P pathways while depth and movement are processed by the cortical M pathways. Along with the sharp distinction between M- and P-pathways, the strict subdivision of the cortical P-pathway into separate cortical P channels for colour and form, arising from the anatomically distinct blob and inter-blob areas in primary visual cortex (V1), respectively, is controversial [29,30] (figure 2). A significant number of orientation-selective neurons are also selective for wavelength [29,31]. Despite the lack of a strict segregation of form and colour processing systems, accumulating evidence indicates that there are anatomically identifiable pathways and areas in the early and intermediate cortical object-processing systems that process primarily the surface properties of colour and luminance, on the one hand, and the form properties of contour and edge orientation, on the other hand [30–35]. For instance, based on Felleman et al.’s [31] work, V4, like V1 and V2, has separate neural compartments for shape and surface processing. Supporting this scheme, Girard et al. [36] showed that reversible deactivation of V4 in macaque monkey can impair shape discrimination while leaving hue discrimination intact.

Neurons tuned to both colour and orientation may be especially well suited for processing illusory contour cues defined only by wavelength differences. At isoluminance, such neurons can contribute to the form-processing system, while neurons tuned only to wavelengths contribute to the surface-processing system. Of course, luminance-defined borders and achromatic surface properties are also processed by the separate form- and surface-processing systems.

In a study of cortical chromatic processing, Xiao et al. [34] showed that the thin stripes in V2 contain functional wavelength-specific subregions in each of which variations of stimulus wavelength are systematically mapped onto varying locations. Moreover, Xiao et al [35] showed that cortical wavelength maps exist as early as in the V1 blob areas. These provide input to the spatially more extensive V2 thin-stripe wavelength maps [34,35]. Wang et al. [33] additionally found that adjacent to the wavelength maps within the V2 thin stripes are neurons responding differentially to positive (light-on-dark) and negative (dark-on-light) luminance contrast. As suggested by Wang et al. [33], the thin stripes of V2 thus comprise neural modules for processing surface properties of visual stimuli, whereas neurons found in the juxtaposed V2 interstripes respond selectively to contour or edge orientation of stimuli and receive input from V1 interblob areas (see [33], fig. 9).

(ii) Evidence for separate but interactive form-processing and surface-processing systems in human vision

Studies of neurologically impaired patients also reveal that shape and surface properties of visual objects are processed by dissociable cortical systems. Barbur et al. [37] and Kentridge et al. [38] have shown that, despite the loss of phenomenal hue perception of surfaces, achromatopsic (cortically colour-blind) patients can detect isoluminant chromatic edges or contours. Moreover, an achromatopsic patient investigated by Heywood et al. [39], while grossly impaired in discriminating isoluminant hues, was able to discriminate different achromatic greys. This is consistent with Wang et al.’s [33] findings in monkey indicating the existence of separate luminance and colour processing areas within V2 thin-stripe surface-processing modules. In addition, recalling that selective loss of shape discrimination with intact hue discrimination was reported by Girard et al. [36] when V4 was reversibly deactivated in macaque monkey, Zeki et al. [40] similarly showed that a patient, though all but form blind, was able to name objects’ colours.

In order to construct a veridical object representation, the BCS and FCS must be able to communicate or interact appropriately with each other. Disturbances in these systems or in their interaction should lead to distorted perceptions of object properties. Such distortions also are found in some neurological patients. In his review of deficits of colour perception, Critchley [41] reports patients who perceive the colour of an object irradiating outward beyond its boundaries, sometimes at great distances from the boundaries of the object, and who often report very fuzzy or extensively blurred object boundaries. In other cases, the colour is perceived as not adhering to the object’s surface, but instead as free-floating in space, in a plane distinct from that of the object and usually phenomenally located somewhere between it and the patient. Using inter-ocular continuous flash suppression, Hong & Blake [42] recently reported related phenomena in a study of healthy observers. Rapidly changing achromatic (grey) Mondrian patterns were flashed to one eye while a stationary chromatic bar was presented to the other eye. Although, owing to inter-ocular suppression, observers failed to see the contours or shape of the bar, they did report its colour in a free-floating, cloud-like constellation. Thus, the phenomenal reports of neurological patients as well as healthy observers indicate that the form-processing BCS either does not provide the necessary spatial constraints for the filling-in process of the colour-FCS system or that such constraints are not communicated to the FCS system.
Similarly, the areas of V1 and V2 included in the dotted lines comprise parts of the cortical BCS that processes contours defined by luminance contrast or by chromatic wavelength contrast (△ symbol). Similarly, the areas of V1 and V2 included in the dotted lines comprise the cortical surface-processing system that processes either variations of achromatic luminance contrast or variations of chromatic wavelength contrast (□ symbol). Binocular processing (○□ symbol) occurs in both pathways. Adapted from DeYoe & Van Essen [4].

Figure 2. A schematic of cortical dorsal and ventral pathways. The areas of V1 and V2 included in the dashed lines comprise parts of the cortical BCS that processes contours defined by luminance contrast or by chromatic wavelength contrast (△ symbol). Similarly, the areas of V1 and V2 included in the dotted lines comprise the cortical surface-processing system that processes either variations of achromatic luminance contrast or variations of chromatic wavelength contrast (□ symbol). Binocular processing (○□ symbol) occurs in both pathways. Adapted from DeYoe & Van Essen [4].

(b) Spatio-temporal dynamics of form and surface processing
(i) Non-conscious level
Here, the discussion of the spatio-temporal dynamics of form and surface processing takes as a starting point the generally agreed upon the claim that, at non-conscious levels, the processing of form precedes that of surface features. Grossberg [21,23] notes that the processing of surface features, such as colour or luminance contrast, requires computations that compensate for variable intensities and wavelength compositions of the illuminant. Such discounting of the illuminant, though far from perfect [43,44], results in the two perceptual invariances realized in lightness and colour constancy [45].

Neural processes underlying these invariances may be more time consuming than those used to detect the contours delimiting an object’s form. Thus before surface features can render a stimulus visible by completing its surfaces, its boundary as well as its surface properties must be processed at non-conscious levels.

Without an intact primary visual cortex, V1, there are few, if any, qualia-rich contents of visual consciousness [46]. Although V1 neural activity is necessary for conscious vision, there are cogent theoretical and empirical reasons for believing that it is not sufficient [47–49]. Although the existence of double-opponent (chromatically and spatially opponent) mechanisms in V1 provide the beginning stages of lightness and colour constancy computations [29], these computations are not fully realized until at least the level of extrastriate area V4 [38,40,50,51]. Hence, without further processing, neural activity in V1 cannot qualify as the sufficient basis of conscious object vision; and if, following Grossberg’s [21] claim, surfaces are for seeing and the FCS fills the area bounded by the contours specified by the BCS only after the FCS has established lightness and colour constancy, then the neural correlates of conscious vision must occur at or after the stage at which these constancy computations are completed. This comports with Bar & Biederman’s [52] proposal that visual awareness of object identity is associated with activity at or beyond the late, anterior region (area TE) of inferotemporal (IT) cortex and is supported by human brain-imaging studies indicating that conscious report of stimuli fails to occur without sufficient activation of higher levels of cortical processing [53,54]. Activity at these higher levels may play a crucial role in conscious vision by re-entering lower levels via top-down projections [55,56].

A majority of neurons at early cortical sites, such as V1, tend to respond to a stimulus presented in their receptive fields regardless of whether or not it is perceived, and such responses are defined as stimulus dependent; by contrast, a majority of neurons at higher levels in the ventral pathway, such as V4, tend to respond to a stimulus only when it is perceived, and these responses are defined as percept dependent [49]. A relevant example of the distinction between stimulus-dependent and percept-dependent processing is found in the psychophysical results reported by Breitmeyer et al. [57]. Further exploring the results of priming with non-consciously processed masked colour primes reported by Schmidt [58], Breitmeyer et al. [57] demonstrated that a masked white stimulus produces a priming effect the magnitude of which more closely approaches that produced by a masked green than to that by a masked blue stimulus. This result in itself is not surprising because the medium-wavelength (green) phosphor in the RGB display used in their experiment contributes a lot more of the luminous energy to the white prime than the short-wavelength (blue) phosphor. However, in conjunction with additional experimental results showing that white and blue visible primes were perceptually much more confusable than were white and green visible primes, the priming results are surprising. In combination, what the two findings indicate is that the priming produced by masked white prime depended on its physical wavelength properties, rather than perceptual colour quality. For, had the priming been percept dependent, then, based on the obtained perceived colour confusions, one would expect the masked white prime to act more like a masked blue than a masked green prime.

At these early, stimulus-dependent levels, the processing of contour precedes the processing of surface properties. As noted above, electrophysiological recordings from V1 neurons in macaque reveal separate processing of contour and surface properties of stimuli, with neural responses corresponding to surface properties lagging behind those corresponding to contour properties by about 30 ms [26]. Related cortically evoked potential studies of humans also indicate slower surface than
frequency-dependent frame-and-fill-in process can give rise to fine (high spatial frequencies) [64–68], a sequential spatial information proceeds from coarse (low spatial frequencies) to given the well-known finding that processing of visual information at non-conscious cortical levels [61] appears to reverse at conscious levels [73–75]. Consistent with this finding, in the aforementioned study of inter-ocular continuous flash suppression reported by Hong & Blake [42], the colour of the chromatic bar presented to the (temporarily) suppressed eye nearly always emerged into dominance (consciousness) before the orientation (form) of the bar was perceived. Rather than revealing a contradiction or inconsistency, we take these results actually to point out a key feature of the transition from non-conscious, pre-perceptual phase to a conscious, perceptual phase of form processing. Given (i) that the conscious percept of an object’s form requires the conscious percept of its surface [21,23] and (ii) that perceptual surface filling is not instantaneous but, once started, requires a (brief) interval of time to complete [63], it follows that contours, and therefore forms, are perceived only after the filling of surface features, for example colour, commences. Consequently, the lag of surface processing at the non-conscious level reverses, becoming a lead of surface processing at the conscious level.

(ii) Conscious level
Surface completion: filling-in, filling-out or both?
To explain an object’s surface completion, most prior studies have relied exclusively on filling-in processes (see [61]). For example, Grossberg’s models [21,23] assume a surface completion process which begins at the contours of an object and diffuses inward. Based on both phenomenology and experimental findings [60,62], one can make a strong case for the reality of an object’s surface completion by filling-in. However, in addition to a filling-in process, Breitmeyer & Jacob [63], employing the metacontrast masking technique, recently showed that the completion of surface properties also proceeds from the centre of an object outward toward its edges. Figure 3 depicts how the perceptual filling-out progresses from a barely visible central region of a rectangular target at a target-to-mask onset asynchrony (SOA) of 80 ms, to its fully filled out perceptual registration at an SOA of 240 ms. Such a filling-out process comports with the aforementioned reports by Critchley [41] of visually impaired neurological patients’ perception of colour appearing to irradiate outward, beyond an object’s (perceptually blurred or indistinct) boundaries. Moreover, given the well-known finding that processing of visual information proceeds from coarse (low spatial frequencies) to fine (high spatial frequencies) [64–68], a sequential spatial frequency-dependent frame-and-fill-in process can give rise to the filling-out reported by Breitmeyer & Jacob [63].

Figure 3. (a) Schematic of target rectangle and the two flanking mask rectangles centred at the notional fixation cross depicted by the vertically and horizontally collinear bars. (b) The appearance of the target at target-mask onset asynchronies (SOAs) increasing from 80 to 240 ms. Adapted from Breitmeyer & Jacob [63].

contour processing [59]. Additionally consistent with slower non-conscious processing of surface relative to contour properties are results of several psychophysical studies [60,61].

3. The roles of visual processing in the dorsal pathway
I mentioned previously the theoretical positions holding that the dorsal M-dominant pathway does not support conscious vision. Contrasting these positions is evidence for its role in conscious vision. First, the dorsal pathway supports perception of motion and structure/form-from-motion [76,77]. Moreover, besides contributing to unconscious processing of manipulable, tool-like objects [78–80], recent evidence [81] indicates that the dorsal pathway also directly supports their conscious processing. Moreover, besides these direct contributions to motion and object perception, recent approaches to visual object recognition [82–86] indicate that the dorsal M-pathway plays an important role in conscious vision by modulating the processing of activity in the early (V1–V4) stages of cortical processing. Without detailing the intricacies of the proposal [84,85], the gist of the proposal—a specific version of a ‘frame-and-fill’ approach to scene and object perception [83] and here modified from Fenske et al. [84]—is illustrated in figure 4. A visual object, e.g. an umbrella, is processed in V1 and from there fast M-neuron responses project a coarse, low spatial frequency (LSF) neural image of the object along the dorsal pathway to the prefrontal cortex (PFC). This coarse image activates a space of possible objects—a lamp, an umbrella, a mushroom and so on—stored in visual long-term memory that might correspond to it. The possible image space serves as the set of hypothesises the visual cognitive system entertains about what the stimulus might be. The information in PFC projects in a top-down manner to the IT cortex. There the best match between (i) the detailed information about the retinal input arriving in a bottom-up manner along the slow ventral pathway and (ii) the possible top-down object representations is assessed.
The object representation yielding the best match (smallest error) registers in consciousness as the percept of the object. This model dovetails nicely with recent proposals for interactive roles of top-down and bottom-up hierarchies in vision [55]. Top-down influences, besides playing major roles in attentional modulation of lower level visual processing [56], thus can also play a major role in the formation of conscious percepts.

We [87] modified the model proposed by Fenske et al. [84] by adding cascading re-entrant activations from the higher areas of the ventral cortical stream of processing to its lower ones, for the following reasons. First, reciprocal anatomical (feed-forward and feedback) connections exist between successive areas in the cortical streams of visual processing [88,89]. Second, such reciprocal connections constitute an important component in formal top-down predictive-coding models [90,91]. Third, on the basis of theoretical and empirical considerations, re-entry is regarded as necessary for conscious vision [92–94]. And fourth, as shown in figure 5, Tapia & Breitmeyer’s [87] results showed (i) that the contrast-response function of M neurons provided the best fit to the increase in the priming effect of consciously processed (unmasked) primes when their contrast was increased, and conversely (ii) that the contrast-response function of P neurons provided the best fit to the increase in the priming effect of non-consciously processed (masked) primes. While the latter results could be explained by invoking only feed-forward projections along the ventral P-pathway (the re-entrant signals being suppressed by the mask [96]), the former cannot. They can be explained, however, as a consequence of PFC M-activity projecting in top-down fashion and potentiating neural activity in IT cortex that in turn ‘ignites’ the cascading re-entrant–feed-forward neural loops in the ventral stream [97]. The level of the potentiation and consequently the strength of the re-entrant signals would be directly proportional to the response amplitude of M-neurons, which in turn is governed by their contrast response function. As re-entrant activity serves not only to select but also to amplify the responses at the lower levels [98], top-down M-generated activity from the PFC to the ventral object-recognition areas would potentiate the level of the re-entrant signals generated there. Over several iterations of the re-entrant–feed-forward loop, the selected and amplified signals at lower levels of the ventral pathway in turn would increase the specificity of neural responses not only at the lower levels [99] but also at successively higher levels [100]. Re-entrant activity could thus contribute to the neural substrate of the fill component of a frame-and-fill process starting with a coarse object frame that becomes filled with progressively finer information until not only the best matched but also the most completed object representation is extracted [83,86,101].

4. Implications for visual cognition and neuroscience and for cognitive science

(a) A proposed relationship between surface processing and conscious processing

The aforementioned proposal that cortical feed-forward and re-entrant feedback activities provide a neural distinction between non-conscious and conscious processing, respectively, has recently been made in relation to backward masking by Breitmeyer [96] and VanRullen [102], and are consistent with Grossberg’s [21,23] and Rees’s [103] assertion that much of the cortical object recognition system can be activated at non-conscious levels of visual processing. What is made explicit here is that processing at these levels occurs in the cortical feed-forward sweep of the activity. In support of this claim, Boehler et al.’s [104], Fahrenfort et al.’s [105] and recent studies showed that the suppression of visibility of a target by an aftercoming mask correlates not with the reduction in early feed-forward activation in human visual cortex but rather with the reduction in the later re-entrant and recurrent activation. Thus, the intact feed-forward activity can on its own support non-conscious but not conscious vision. Regarding conscious vision, as cortical re-entrant activation is its strong correlate, and because, as noted in §2a, surface completion is the sine
for the conscious registration of visual stimuli, it follows that the cortical re-entrant activation that correlates with conscious registration of visual stimuli should also correlate with cortical surface completion processes. This inference comports with the following: (i) Lamme et al.’s [26] evidence for the crucial role of re-entrant activation in surface processing, (ii) Ramachandran’s [106] argument that surface completion provides the foundation of visual qualia, and (iii) Orpwood’s [107] model of iterative feed-forward–re-entrant loops in local cortical networks that underlies the emergence of qualia.

(b) Are temporal order and micro-consciousness related?

Given the asynchronous in the perceptual registration of stimulus attributes such as form, colour and motion, Zeki & Bartels [108] and Motoussis & Zeki [74] proposed the existence of separate modular micro-consciousness, one for each stimulus attribute. In contrast to this proposal, the present approach instead argues that there cannot be a consciousness of form separate from that of chromatic or achromatic surface properties. This assertion does not exclude the possibility of the failed binding of chromatic or achromatic surface features and form features [35,109,110]. Even when, say, a colour and form are misbound and yield an illusory conjunction, the claim being made is that there will be no conscious percept of the form of a visual object without a prior filling-in of, in these cases, the wrong or inappropriate colour information. On the other hand, as also noted above, conscious spatially diffuse registration of colour can exist separately from, i.e. without, conscious registration of form [41,42].

(c) Feature integration and object recognition

Neurophysiologically plausible models of visual object recognition assume that the earliest cortical form-selective representation of a visual object is in terms of line or edge orientation, whereas conjunctions of these or other feature primitives, such as curvature, size, colour and luminance contrast, occur at subsequent processing levels [111,112]. Such models are consistent with evidence showing that later stages of the ventral cortical processing stream are selective for patterns of input consisting of progressively more complex conjunctions of simple features [113–115]. In §1 we noted that one can experimentally induce transient stimulus blindness without affecting the processing of geometric qualia, such as the form, location or motion of a stimulus at a non-conscious level [15,16]. Using a masked priming paradigm, Breitmeyer et al. [116] showed that non-conscious processing of shape can occur at as late a level at which conjunctions of simple contour features (e.g. verticals) and even holistic shapes are processed. This confirms Grossberg’s [21] proposal that the holistic processing of shapes occurs already at a non-conscious level of processing.

(d) Some specific psycho-philosophical considerations

Experimental findings have played a major role in philosophical discussions about the mind–brain relationship and specifically the nature of the visual conscious and unconscious. A well-known example is the relevance of Sperling’s [117] investigations of visual iconic memory to the controversial distinctions between phenomenal and access consciousness [118–121]. How might the theoretical and empirical research covered above bear on other, more or less weighty, philosophical matters? Here, I briefly outline only four such implications.

(1) There are contrasting and controversial theoretical and philosophical views [122,123] on whether perceptual filling-in, for example, a blind spot or scotoma in the visual field is accompanied by an isomorphic neural filling-in process or by a more symbolic process by which the brain simply labels or tags the to-be-filled-in region of visual space with the information available in the region surrounding the scotoma. Relevant evidence relating to either perspective is discussed in Pessoa & de Weerd [61] (see especially their chapters 1, 6 and 9). A theory based on isomorphic filling-in processes would be supported by evidence of corresponding neural filling-in at relatively low cortical levels that retain retinotopic information [124]. Regarding the low-level cortical processes, I use the example of apparent motion, which phenomenon renders a sense of spatio-temporal filling-in. Here, one can note two brain-imaging studies conducted by Muckli et al. [125] and Sterzer et al. [126]. Combined they show that, in addition to the activation of the motion-sensitive area V5 (which is known to respond strongly to apparent-motion stimuli [127]) and activation of the retinotopic areas in V1 of human cortex that respond to the two spatially and temporally separated stimuli, V1 retinotopic areas that are not directly stimulated by the two static stimuli but that fall in their apparent-motion path are also significantly activated. A direct animal analogue of these human findings has been reported by Ahmed et al. [128] in their single-cell study of the ferret visual cortex. Extrapolating these findings to other cases of perceptual completion, one would expect similar low-level cortical isomorphisms for perceptual contour and surface filling-in in humans.

Nonetheless, in one sense Dennett [122] correctly invokes high-level, symbolic processes to explain perceptual filling-in. Whatever neural process occurs in the human motion-selective area (V5) clearly is of high level relative to the processes in V1. However, it would require some stretch to regard human V5 a high-level ‘symbolic’ area; moreover, it would not readily explain the concurrent neural activation of V1 regions intermediate to those activated by the two sequentially presented stimuli giving rise to the perception of motion.2

(2) Ramachandran [106] noted the intimate relationship between perceptual filling-in/completion of surfaces and qualia. In much philosophical speculation, colour is invoked as a prototypical visual quale. As (i) colour is a surface property of visual objects, and (ii) surface properties must be perceptually completed or filled, such a relationship makes evident sense. In this regard, it is interesting, and perhaps more than coincidental, that Dennett is a critic of filling-in and of qualia [122,129]. Nonetheless, qualia—those immediately apprehended, intrapersonal, private and hard to describe residuals intrinsic to phenomenal experience—continue to plague fully reductionist and functionalist accounts of consciousness [130]. Thus if, say, the experienced surface attribute red (i) is intimately tied to filling-in, and (ii) a filling-in process is, based on phenomenal and neural evidence, real, then it seems quite appropriate for cognitive scientists, neuroscientists and some philosophers [131] to regard redness as a genuine and real quale.

(3) Dealing with spatio-temporal visual phenomena, such as apparent motion and metacontrast masking, Dennett [122], after raising the contrast between Orwellian and Stalinesque scenarios, concludes that neither can account for the
phenomenology of metacognition but that his multiple-drafts scenario can. According to the Orwellian scheme, the target in a metacognitive masking paradigm briefly enters the privileged state of consciousness but its memory is obliterated or overwritten by the following mask. The Stalinesque scheme assumes that the second, mask stimulus intervenes and prevents the first, target stimulus from ever registering in consciousness. I will not describe the multiple-drafts scenario but refer the interested reader to Dennett [122, p. 142]. The point I wish to raise, however, is that the Stalinesque scenario does a fine, more than adequate, job—clearly better than the Orwellian and, in my opinion, better than the multiple-drafts scenario—of explaining the effects of a metacognitive mask on target processing. Recall that Breitmeyer et al.’s [57] findings (see §25) indicate that the effect of a colour prime whose visibility is suppressed by a metacognitive mask is best explained by the processing of wavelength-dependent, i.e. stimulus-dependent, characteristics of the prime than by processing its percept-dependent aspects. This, as noted, constitutes strong empirical evidence that the masked prime’s colour did not register in consciousness—hence the inadequacy of the Orwellian scheme—but exerted its chromatic priming effect at the preconsciously wavelength-dependent level of processing. It follows that the chromatic information of an unmasked prime (or any other stimulus) which eventually registers as colour in consciousness, would first be processed at a preconsciously wavelength-dependent level (one could regard this, adapting from Dennett [122], a preliminary draft) and then would need to be revised or converted to, in Stalinesque fashion, qualitatively different information at a percept-dependent level (the final draft) as it transits from the preconscious, wavelength-specific level to the conscious, colour-specific level.

(4) Finally, I venture some implications for the relationship between what historically have been defined as primary and secondary qualities of objects. Ontologically, primary qualities were taken to be mind-independent, inhering in real, i.e. physical, entities. The list of properties which have been deemed by various philosophers to qualify as inhering in objects has included shape, size, weight (mass), location and motion [132]. Note that the existence of these properties is objective in the sense that, especially for scientific purposes, they can be defined operationally by applying standard physical measurements. Properties of objects such as their colour have been deemed as secondary because they are observer-dependent either because (i) they are merely dispositions of physical bodies that can give rise to subjective sensations or (ii) they exist solely as mental properties. However, how do the very notions of primary and secondary qualities arise? Our knowledge of primary qualities is not based on a priori concepts. The notion of primary qualities is abstracted from our perceptions, i.e. our empirical observations, of objects and events in the world. As argued above, without surface qualia, for example colour, there is no percept of objects. Hence, our a posteriori concepts of primary qualities, such as their shapes and sizes, depend on prior registrations of secondary qualities, for example their colours, in visual awareness. In this epistemological sense, surface qualia are primary and geometric qualia are secondary.

Endnotes

1The contrast-response functions were versions of the Michaelis–Menten equations also used by Kaplan & Shapley [95] to numerically describe the response of M and P neurons to variations of stimulus contrast.
2By extrapolating from motion filling-in to surface filling-in, the results of Muckli et al. [125] and Sterzer et al. [126] can also support the hypothesized role, noted in §4, of top-down re-entrant activation in perceptual surface completion.
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